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ABSTRACT 
 

Over the past few decades, interest in theories and algorithms for face recognition has been growing rapidly. Video 

surveillance, criminal identification, building access control, and unmanned and autonomous vehicles are just a 

few examples of concrete applications that are gaining attraction among industries. This research has six sections 

ordered as follows: Section one is the introduction, Section two is dedicated to applications related to face 

recognition, Section three, face recognition techniques are presented by details, section four, illustrates classification 

types, In section five, standard face databases are presented, finally, in section six, the conclusion is presented 

followed by the list of references. 

 

This research paper gives an ideal way of detecting and recognizing human face using OpenCV, and python which 

is part of deep learning. This report consists the ways in which deep learning an important part of technical field 

and can be used to determine the face using several libraries in OpenCV along with python. This report will further 

contain a proposed system which will help in the detecting the human face in real time. This implementation can 

be used at various platforms in machines and Smartphone, and several other software applications.  

 

CHAPTER-1 INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 OVERVIEW 

 
(Face Detection and Recognition using Open CV and Python) 

 
Face recognition is the technique in which the identity of a human being can be identified using ones individual 

face. Such kind of systems can be used in photos, videos, or in real time machines. 

 

The objective of this article is to provide a simpler and easy method in machine technology. With the help of such 

a technology one can easily detect the face by the help of data set in similar matching appearance of a person. 
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The method in which with the help of python and Open CV in deep learning is the most efficient way to 

detect the face of the person. This method is useful in many fields such as the military, for security, schools, 

colleges and universities, airlines, banking, online web applications, gaming etc. this system uses powerful 

python algorithm through which the detection and recognition of face is very easy and efficient. 

 

 

 
1.2 KEYWORDS: 

 
Face recognition systems; person identification; biometric systems; survey 

 

 

 

1.3 OPEN SOURCE AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT: 

 
Face recognition is a biometric technique which involves determining if the image of the face of any given person 

matches any of the face images stored in a database. This problem is hard to solve automatically due to the changes 

that various factors, such as facial expression, aging and even lighting, to name a few are the examples which can 

cause impact on the image. Among the all the different biometric techniques known till now facial recognition may 

not be the most reliable but it surely has several advantages over the others. It is widely used in various areas such 

as security and access control, forensic medicine, police controls and in attendance management system. 

The various techniques for marking attendance are: 

 
1) Signature based System 

 
2) Fingerprint based System 

 
3) Iris Recognition 

 
4) RFID based System 

 
5) Face Recognition 

 

 

 

1.4 WHAT IS OPENCV 

 
It is widely used in various areas such as security and access control, forensic medicine, police controls and in 

attendance management system. In the field of Artificial Intelligence, Computer Vision is one of the most interesting 

and Challenging tasks. Computer Vision acts like a bridge between Computer Software and visualizations around 

us. It allows computer software to understand and learn about the visualizations in the surroundings. 

 

For Example: Based on the color, shape and size determining the fruit. 

 
This task can be very easy for the human brain however in the Computer Vision pipeline, first we gather the data, 
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then we perform the data processing activities and then we train and teach the model to understand how to 

distinguish between the fruits based on size, shape and color of fruit. 

 

Currently, various packages are present to perform machine learning, deep learning and computer vision tasks. By 

far, computer vision is the best module for such complex activities. OpenCV is an open-source library. It is 

supported by various programming languages such as R, Python. It runs on most of the platforms such as Windows, 

Linux and MacOS. 

 

 

 
1.5 ADVANTAGES OF OPENCV: 

 
OpenCV is an open-source library and is free of cost. 

 
As compared to other libraries, it is fast since it is written in C/C++. It works better on System with lesser RAM T 

supports most of the Operating Systems such as Windows, Linux and MacOS. 

 

Installation: 

Here we will be focusing on installing OpenCV for python only. We can install OpenCV using pip or conda (for 

anaconda environment). 

 
1. 6 GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE 

 
The graphical user interface (GUI) is the platform that will allow the inputs from the user ends a kind of interaction 

with the system. GUI’s are used in mobiles, media players, games and many others. We can design visual 

composition and the temporal behavior of the GUI in any of the software application as well as programming in 

the areas of the human computer interaction. 

 

The GUI for this project will be widely based on the training and the testing phase which in turn will allow the 

capture and train of the image. The minimum requirements for the software would be python along with Open 

CV and the required data set. The minimum requirements for the hardware would be Intel i3 or any processor 

above it and 4 core CPU. Operating systems of windows 10 will be sufficient and random access memory 8GB 

required. From the user end a computer or laptop active internet connection and a scanner optional. 

 

In computer vision, one essential problem we are trying to figure out is to automatically detect objects in an 

image without human intervention. Face detection can be thought of as such a problem where we detect human 

faces in an image. There may be slight differences in the faces of humans but overall, it is safe to say that 

there are certain features that are associated with all the human faces. 

 

There are various face detection algorithms but Viola- Jones Algorithm is one of the oldest methods that is also 

used today and we will use the same later in the article. You can go through the Viola- Jones Algorithm after 

completing this article as I’ll link it at the end of this article. Face detection is usually the first step towards many 

face-related technologies, such as face recognition or verification. 
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However, face detection can have very useful applications. The most successful application of face detection would 

probably be photo taking. When you take a photo of your friends, the face detection algorithm built into your digital 

camera detects where the faces are and adjusts the focus accordingly. 

 

1.7 FACE DETECTION METHODS 

 
There are two main approaches for Face Detection: 

Feature Base Approach 

Image Base Approach 

 

1.7.1 FEATURE BASE APPROACH 

 
Objects are usually recognized by their unique features. There are many features in a human face, which can be 

recognized between a face and many other objects. It locates faces by extracting structural features like eyes, 

nose, mouth etc. and then uses them to detect a face. Typically, some sort of statistical classifier qualified 

then helpful to separate between facial and non-facial regions. 

 

In addition, human faces have particular textures which can be used to differentiate between a face and other 

objects. Moreover, the edge of features can help to detect the objects from the face. In the coming section, we will 

implement a feature-based approach by using Open CV. 

 

 

 
1.7.2 IMAGE BASE APPROACH 

 
In general, Image-based methods rely on techniques from statistical analysis and machine learning to find the 

relevant characteristics of face and non-face images. The learned characteristics are in the form of distribution 

models or discriminant functions that is consequently used for face detection. 

 

In this method, we use different algorithms such as Neural-networks, HMM, SVM, AdaBoost learning. In the 

coming section, we will see how we can detect faces with MTCNN or Multi-Task Cascaded Convolution Neural 

Network, which is an Image-based approach of face detection. 

 

 

 
1.8 FACE DETECTION ALGORITHM 

 
One of the popular algorithms that use a feature-based approach is the Viola-Jones algorithm and here I am 

briefly going to discuss it. If you want to know about it in detail, I would suggest going through this article, Face 

Detection using Viola Jones Algorithm. 

Viola-Jones algorithm is named after two computer vision researchers who proposed the method in 2001, Paul 
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Viola and Michael Jones in their paper, “Rapid Object Detection using a Boosted Cascade of Simple Features”. 

 

Despite being an outdated framework, Viola- Jones is quite powerful, and its application has proven to be 

exceptionally notable in real- time face detection. This algorithm is painfully slow to train but can detect faces in 

real- time with impressive speed. 

 

Given an image(this algorithm works on grayscale image), the algorithm looks at many smaller sub regions and 

tries to find a face by looking for specific features in each sub region. It needs to check many different positions 

and scales because an image can contain many faces of various sizes. 

 

1.9 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 
The existing face recognition technique has various issues which I tried to improve over in this project which 

are as follows 

 

Less accuracy 

 
Error due to various factors like lighting etc 

  

 

1.10 MOTIVATION 

 
To improve the already existing technique with more accuracy and precision. 

 

 

 

1.11 OBJECTIVE:- 

 
The main aim or objective of this paper is to provide or develop a system that will use the camera of the 

computer or the system that would detect and recognize the person's face or the face of the individual using the 

tool in OpenCV called as the Open Face and python programming language in deep learning domain. 

CHAPTER-2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

 

 
 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

 
This section is a basic overview of the major techniques used in the face recognition system that apply mostly to 

the front face of the human being. The methods include neural networks, hidden Markov model, face matching 

done geometrically and template matching. 

 

Eigen face is one of the most widely used methods in face recognition and detection which are broadly called 

as the principle components in mathematical terms. The eigenvectors are ordered to represent different amounts of 

the variations in the faces. Neural networks are highly used in the face recognition and detection systems. An ANN 

(artificial neural network) was used in face recognition which contained a single layer which shows adaptiveness 
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in crucial face recognition systems. The face verification is done using a double layer of WISARD in neural 

networks. Graph matching is other option for face recognition. The object as well as the face recognition can be 

formulated using graph matching performed by optimization of amatching function. 

 

Hidden Markov Models is the way by which stochastic modeling of nonstationary vector time series based on 

HMM model applied to the human face recognition wherein the faces gets divided into parts such as the eyes, 

nose, ears, etc The face recognition and correct matching is 87% correct as it always gives out the best and right 

choice of face detection through stored dataset. Or else the relevant model reveals the identity of the face. The 

geometrical feature matching is the technique which is based on the geometrical shapes of the face. The geometrical 

face configuration has sufficient dataset for face detection and recognition system. 

 

This is one of the commonly used methods of the face recognition and detection. This system apparently gives 

satisfactory results. Template matching is one of the techniques through which the test image is represented as a 

two- dimensional array of values which can be compared using Euclidean distance with single template representing 

the whole face. This method can also use more than one face template from different points of view to represent an 

individual face. 

LIST OF PAPER REVIEWED 

 
Lixiang Li; Xiaohui Mu; Siying Li; Haipeng Peng, (2020), A Review of Face Recognition Technology, IEEE Access 

( Volume: 8), Electronic ISSN: 2169-3536 

 

Face Recognition begins with extracting the coordinates of features such as width of mouth, width of 

eyes, pupil, and compare the result with the measurements stored in the database and return the closest 

record (facial metrics). Nowadays, there are a lot of face recognition techniques and algorithms found and 

developed around the world. Facial recognition becomes an interesting research topic. It is proven by 

numerous number of published papers related with facial recognition including facial feature extraction, 

facial algorithm improvements, and facial recognition implementations. Main purposes of this research 

are to get the best facial recognition algorithm (Eigenface and Fisherface) provided by the Open CV 2.4.8 

by comparing the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) curve and implement it in the attendance 

system as the main case study. Based on the experiments, the ROC curve proves that using the current 

training set, Eigenface achieves better result than Fisherface. Eigenface implemented inside the 

Attendance System returns between 70% to 90% similarity for genuine face images 

 

 
 
Study on Face Recognition Techniques, (2020), International Conference on Communication and Signal Processing 

(ICCSP) 

 

An accurate and efficient face recognition system is a more interesting topic in most industries and 

research areas. It is a type of biometric information process that is easily adaptable as compared to the 

tradition card recognition system. Generally, a face recognition system is preceded by a face detection 
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technique. The face detection technique is the preliminary stage to detect a face in live images. In this 

paper, some face detection techniques are discussed such as finding skin likelihood image, skin 

segmentation, the morphological operation for extracting boundary regions, Haar-like features, and Ada-

boost algorithm. This Haar-like feature algorithm continually searches its pattern from the particular face 

and which has better advantages over other techniques. After the face detection technique, the face 

recognition technology is applied on the detected face for further identification by using some classifiers. 

Face Detection and Recognition Using OpenCV, (2019), International Conference on Computing, Communication, 

and Intelligent Systems (ICCCIS) 

 

Face detection and picture or video recognition is a popular subject of research on biometrics. Face 

recognition in a real-time setting has an exciting area and a rapidly growing challenge. Framework for the 

use of face recognition application authentication. This proposes the PCA (Principal Component Analysis) 

facial recognition system. The key component analysis (PCA) is a statistical method under the broad 

heading of factor analysis. The aim of the PCA is to reduce the large amount of data storage to the size of 

the feature space that is required to represent the data economically. The wide 1-D pixel vector made of 

the 2-D face picture in compact main elements of the space function is designed for facial recognition by 

the PCA. This is called a projection of self-space. The proper space is determined with the identification 

of the covariance matrix's own vectors, which are centered on a collection of fingerprint images. I build a 

camera- based real-time face recognition system and set an algorithm by developing programming on 

OpenCV, Haar Cascade, Eigenface, Fisher Face, LBPH, and Python. 

 

 
 
Neel Ramakant Borkar; Sonia Kuwelkar2017 Real-time implementation of face recognition system, International 

Conference on Computing Methodologies and Communication (ICCMC) 

 

Face Recognition is the ability to detect and recognize a person by their facial characteristics. Face is a 

multidimensional and hence requires a lot of mathematical computations. Face recognition system is very 

essential and important for providing security, mug shot matching, law enforcement applications, user 

verification, user access control, etc and is mostly used for recognition for various applications. These all 

applications require an efficient Face recognition system. There are many methods that are already 

proposed and have low recognition capability, high false alarm rate. Hence the major task of the research 

is to develop face recognition system with improved accuracy and improved recognition time of an face 

recognition system. This paper proposes a hybrid face recognition algorithm by combining two face 

recognition techniques by integrating (PCA) principle Component Analysis, (LDA) Linear Discriminant 

Analysis. Jacobi method is used to compute Eigenvector that are necessary for PCA and LDA algorithms. 

Face Recognition system will be implemented on Embedded system based Raspberry pi 3 board. 
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2.3. COMPARISON OF FACE RECOGNITION METHODS:- 

 
Face recognition is currently one of the most widely used biometric identification technique. Many active 

researches are going on in this biometric method. It is one of the widest applications of image processing and pattern 

recognition. Compared to other existing biometric methods such as, finger print, iris, retina, voice etc, face 

recognition stands out because of its various advantages. One of the prominent advantages is that in all the other 

existing biometric methods, the user has to perform some action in order to trigger the system, whereas in face 

recognition method the used need not perform any sort of actions or procedures to initiate the system 

 

 

 
TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF BIOMETRIC METHODS 
 

 

 

 
 

Biometric Methods 

 

Performance 

 

Uniqueness 

 

Acceptability 

 

Face Recognition 

 

Medium 
 

Medium 
 

High 

 

Finger print 

 

Medium 
 

High 
 

Medium 

 

Iris 

 

High 
 

High 
 

low 

 

Signature 

 

Low 
 

Low 
 

High 

 

Voice Recognition 

 

Low 
 

Low 
 

High 
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2.4 FACE DETECTION ALGORITHM
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Fig 1. Face detection algorithm 
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Fig .1.1 mouth detection 

 

 

Fig 1.2 Noise detection 
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Fig 2. Face detection algorithm 
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CHAPTER-3 

 
PROPOSED WORK/ METHODOLOGY 

 
Now that we are successful in making such algorithms that can detect faces, can we also recognize whose faces 

are they? 

 

Face recognition is a method of identifying or verifying the identity of an individual using their face. There are 

various algorithms that can do face recognition but their accuracy might vary. 

 

Here I am going to describe how we do face recognition using deep learning. 

 
So now let us understand how we recognize faces using deep learning. We make use of face embedding in 

which each face is converted into a vector and this technique is called deep metric learning. 

 

Let me further divide this process into three simple steps for easy understanding: Face 

Detection 

Feature Extraction Facial 

Recognition 
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FACE DETECTION: to recognize a face, it is first important task that we detect/ locate a face in a image/ video. 

There are various facial detection software that we can detect a human face in an image. We extract a human face 

and then move to next step. Viola –Jones algorithm is one of popular face detection algorithm. 

 

FEATURE EXTRACTION: the next step is to extract features from a face embedding model. A face 

embedding is a vector that represents the features extracted from the face and we can use these vectors to recognize 

faces. Note that face embedding for the same face may be really close in the vector space, whereas the face 

embedding of two different faces may be really far away. We get a face embedding after passing the image 

through a face embedding model. 

 

FACIAL RECOGNITION: We have face embedding for each face in the system. Whenever we pass a new 

face to the system, it calculates its face embedding and compares it with the ones we already have. The face 

is recognized, if its face embedding closely matches any other face embedding in data base. 
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3.1 APPLICATION 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPLICATION 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPROVE SECURITY 
 

MASS SURVEILENCE 

 

 

WE CAN USE FACIAL RECOGINATION SYSTEM TO 

IMPROVE SECURITY OF OUR DEVICES. FOR 

EXAMPLE FACE RECOGINATION UNLOCK ON 

OUR ELECTRONIC DEVICES 

USING FACIAL RECOGINATION FOR 

MASS SURVIELLIANCE HAS BEEN A 

CONTROVERSIAL APPLICATION OF THIS 

TECHNOLOGY, YET IT IS USEFUL IN 

SOME CASES 

IMPROVED PAYMENT METHODS 

WE CAN USE FACIAL 

RECOGINATION SYSTEM IN 

ADDITION WITH SOME OTHER 

SECURITY MEASURES TO MAKE 

OUR PAYMENT SAFE AND 

CONVIENT 

SMARTER BORDER CONTROL 

IMMIGRATION CHECKPOINTS 

USE FACIAL RECOGINATION 

TO ENFOURCE SMARTER 

BORDER CONTROL 
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Feature Extraction: Now that we have cropped the face out of the image, we extract features from it. Here we are 

going to use face embeddings to extract the features out of the face. A neural network takes an image of the 

person’s face as input and outputs a vector which represents the most important features of a face. In machine 

learning, this vector is called embedding and thus we call this vector as face embedding. Now how does this help 

in recognizing faces of different persons? 

 

 

 
 

 
While training the neural network, the network learns to output similar vectors for faces that look similar. For 

example, if I have multiple images of faces within different time span, of course, some of the features of my face 

might change but not up to much extent. So in this case the vectors associated with the faces are similar or in 

short, they are very close in the vector space. Take a look at the below diagram for a rough idea: 

 

 

 
 

 

Now after training the network, the network learns to output vectors that are closer to each other(similar) for 

faces of the same person(looking similar). The above vectors now transform into: 
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We are not going to train such a network here as it takes a significant amount of data and computation power to 

train such networks. We will use a pre-trained network trained by Davis King on a dataset of ~3 million 

images. The network outputs a vector of 128 numbers which represent the most important features of a face. 

 

Comparing faces: Now that we have face embeddings for every face in our data saved in a file, the next step is 

to recognise a new t image that is not in our data. So the first step is to compute the face embedding for the image 

using the same network we used above and then compare this embedding with the rest of the embeddings we 

have. We recognise the face if the generated embedding is closer or similar to any other embedding as shown 

below: 
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So we passed two images, one of the images is of Vladimir Putin and other of George W. Bush. In our 

example above, we did not save the embeddings for Putin but we saved the embeddings of Bush. Thus when we 

compared the two new embeddings with the existing ones, the vector for Bush is closer to the other face 

embeddings of Bush whereas the face embeddings of Putin are not closer to any other embedding and thus 

the program cannot recognize him. 

 

 

 
3.2 WHAT IS OPEN CV? 

 
In the field of Artificial Intelligence, Computer Vision is one of the most interesting and Challenging tasks. 

Computer Vision acts like a bridge between Computer Software and visualizations around us. It allows 

computer software to understand and learn about the visualizations in the surroundings. For Example: Based on the 

color, shape and size determining the fruit. This task can be very easy for the human brain however in the Computer 

Vision pipeline, first we gather the data, then we perform the data processing activities and then we train and 

teach the model to understand how to distinguish between the fruits based on size, shape and color of fruit. 

 

Currently, various packages are present to perform machine learning, deep learning and computer vision tasks. 

By far, computer vision is the best module for such complex activities. OpenCV is an open- source library. It is 

supported by various programming languages such as R, Python. It runs on most of the platforms such as 

Windows, Linux and MacOS. 

 

 

 

 

3.3 ADVANTAGES OF OPENCV: 
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OpenCV is an open-source library and is free of cost. 

 
As compared to other libraries, it is fast since it is written in C/C++. It works 

better on System with lesser RAM 

It supports most of the Operating Systems such as Windows, Linux and MacOS. 

 

 

 

INSTALLATION: 

 
Here we will be focusing on installing OpenCV for python only. We can install OpenCV using pip or conda 

(for anaconda environment). 

 

1 .Using pip: 

 
Using pip, the installation process of OpenCV can be done by using the following command in the command 

prompt. 

 

 

pip install OpenCV-python 
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2. ANACONDA: 

 
If you are using anaconda environment, either you can execute the above code in anaconda prompt or you can 

execute the following code in anaconda prompt. 

 

conda install -c conda-forge OpenCV Face 

Recognition using Python 

We shall implement face recognition using OpenCV and Python. First, let us see the libraries we will need and 

how to install them: 

 

OpenCV dlib 

Face_recognition 

 
OpenCV is an image and video processing library and is used for image and video analysis, like facial 

detection, license plate reading, photo editing, advanced robotic vision, optical character recognition, and a whole 

lot more. 

 

The dlib library, maintained by Davis King, contains our implementation of “deep metric learning” which is used 

to construct our face embeddings used for the actual recognition process. 

 

The face_recognition library, created by Adam Geitgey, wraps around dlib’s facial recognition functionality, and 

this library is super easy to work with and we will be using this in our code. Remember to install dlib library first 

before you install face_recognition. 

 

To install OpenCV, type in command prompt pip install 

OpenCV-python 

I have tried various ways to install dlib on Windows but the easiest of all of them is via Anaconda. First, install 

Anaconda (here is a guide to install it) and then use this command in your command prompt: 

 

conda install -c conda-forge dlib 

 
Next to install face_recognition, type in command prompt pip 

install face_recognition 

Now that we have all the dependencies installed, let us start coding. We will have to create three files, 
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one will take our dataset and extract face embedding for each face using dlib. Next, we will save these embedding 

in a file. 

 

In the next file we will compare the faces with the existing the recognize faces in images and next we will do 

the same but recognize faces in live webcam feed 

 

To install OpenCV, type in command prompt pip 

install OpenCV-python 

conda install -c conda-forge dlib 

 
Next to install face_recognition, type in command prompt pip install 

face_recognition 

Now that we have all the dependencies installed, let us start coding. We will have to create three files, one will 

take our dataset and extract face embedding for each face using dlib. Next, we will save these embedding in 

a file. 

 

In the next file we will compare the faces with the existing the recognise faces in images and next we will do the 

same but recognise faces in live webcam feed 

 

Extracting features from Face 

 
First, you need to get a dataset or even create one of you own. Just make sure to arrange all images in folders with 

each folder containing images of just one person. 

 

Next, save the dataset in a folder the same as you are going to make the file. 

 

Now here is the code: 

 
Code Here :- 

 
from imutils import paths 

import face_recognition import 

pickle 

import cv2 

 
import os 

 

 

 

#get paths of each file in folder named Images 
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#Images here contains my data(folders of various persons) 

imagePaths = list(paths.list_images('Images')) knownEncodings 

= [] 

knownNames = [] 

 
# loop over the image paths 

 
for (i, imagePath) in enumerate(imagePaths): 

 
# extract the person name from the image path name 

= imagePath.split(os.path.sep)[-2] 

# load the input image and convert it from BGR (OpenCV ordering) # to 

dlib ordering (RGB) 

image = cv2.imread(imagePath) 

 
rgb = cv2.cvtColor(image, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) #Use 

Face_recognition to locate faces 

boxes = face_recognition.face_locations(rgb,model='hog') 

 

# compute the facial embedding for the face 

 
encodings = face_recognition.face_encodings(rgb, boxes) # loop 

over the encodings 

for encoding in encodings: 

knownEncodings.append(encoding) 

knownNames.append(name) 

#save emcodings along with their names in dictionary data 

 
data = {"encodings": knownEncodings, "names": knownNames} #use 

pickle to save data into a file for later use 

f = open("face_enc", "wb") 
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f.write(pickle.dumps(data)) 

f.close() 

 
Face Recognition in Live webcam Feed 

 
Here is the script to recognise faces on a live webcam feed: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

import face_recognition 

 
import imutils 

import pickle import 

time import cv2 

import os 

 

 

 

#find path of xml file containing haarcascade file 

cascPathface = os.path.dirname( 

cv2. file   ) + "/data/haarcascade_frontalface_alt2.xml" # load 

the harcaascade in the cascade classifier faceCascade = 

cv2.CascadeClassifier(cascPathface) 

# load the known faces and embeddings saved in last file data = 

pickle.loads(open('face_enc', "rb").read()) 

 

 
print("Streaming started") video_capture = 

cv2.VideoCapture(0) 

# loop over frames from the video file stream 
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while True: 

 
# grab the frame from the threaded video stream ret, 

frame = video_capture.read() 

gray = cv2.cvtColor(frame, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) faces = 

faceCascade.detectMultiScale(gray, scaleFactor=1.1, 

minNeighbors=5, 

minSize=(60, 60), 

flags=cv2.CASCADE_SCALE_IMAGE) 

# convert the input frame from BGR to RGB 

 
rgb = cv2.cvtColor(frame, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) # the 

facial embeddings for face in input 

encodings = face_recognition.face_encodings(rgb) names 

= [] 

# loop over the facial embeddings incase 

 
# we have multiple embeddings for multiple fcaes 

 
for encoding in encodings: 

 
#Compare encodings with encodings in data["encodings"] 

 
#Matches contain array with boolean values and True for the embeddings it matches closely #and False 

for rest 

matches = face_recognition.compare_faces(data["encodings"], 

encoding) 

#set name =inknown if no encoding matches name 

= "Unknown" 

# check to see if we have found a match 
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if True in matches: 

 
#Find positions at which we get True and store them 

matchedIdxs = [i for (i, b) in enumerate(matches) if b] counts 

= {} 

# loop over the matched indexes and maintain a count for # each 

recognized face face 

for i in matchedIdxs: 

#Check the names at respective indexes we stored in matchedIdxs name = 

data["names"][i] 

#increase count for the name we got 

counts[name] = counts.get(name, 0) + 1 #set 

name which has highest count name = 

max(counts, key=counts.get) 

 

 

 

 
# update the list of names 

names.append(name) 

# loop over the recognized faces 

 
for ((x, y, w, h), name) in zip(faces, names): 

 
# rescale the face coordinates 

 
# draw the predicted face name on the image 

cv2.rectangle(frame, (x, y), (x + w, y + h), (0, 255, 0), 2) 

cv2.putText(frame, name, (x, y), cv2.FONT_HERSHEY_SIMPLEX, 0.75, 

(0, 255, 0), 2) 

cv2.imshow("Frame", frame) 
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if cv2.waitKey(1) &amp; 0xFF == ord('q'): 

 
break video_capture.release() 

cv2.destroyAllWindows() 

3.4 OUTPUT: 
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3.5 TECHNOLOGY USED 

 
3.5.1 BACKEND DEVELOPMENT 

 
Python 3.0 (initially called Python 3000 or py3k) was released on 3 December 2008 after a long testing period. 

It is a major revision of the language that is not completely backward-compatible with previous versions. However, 

many of its major features have been backported to the Python 2.6.x and 

2.7.x version series, and releases of Python 3 include the 2to3 utility, which automates the translation of Python 

2 code to Python 3.0 

 

Python is a multi-paradigm programming language. Object-oriented programming and structured programming are 

fully supported, and many of its features support functional programming and aspect- oriented programming 

(including by Meta programming and Meta objects (magic methods)). Many other paradigms are supported via 

extensions, including design by contract and logic programming. 

 

Python uses dynamic typing, and a combination of reference counting and a cycle- detecting garbage collector for 

memory management. It also features dynamic name resolution (late binding), which binds method and variable 

names during program execution. 

 

Python's design offers some support for functional programming in the Lisp tradition. It has filter (), map (), and 

reduce () functions; list comprehensions, dictionaries, and 

 

sets; and generator expressions. The standard library has two modules (itertools and functools) that implement 

functional tools borrowed from Haskell and Standard ML. 

 

Python interpreters are available for many operating systems. CPython, the reference implementation of Python, is 

open source software and has a community-based development model, as do nearly all of Python's other 

implementations. Python and CPython are managed by the non-profit Python Software Foundation. 

 

Installing 

 
Installing Python is generally easy, and nowadays many Linux and UNIX distributions include a recent Python. 

Even some Windows computers (notably those from HP) now come with Python already installed. If you do 

need to install Python and aren't confident about the task you can find a few notes on the Beginners 

Guide/Download wiki page, but installation is unremarkable on most platforms. 

 

Help individuals share their own content with 3rd partyapps. 

 
Help brands and advertisers understand, manage their audience and media rights. 

 

 

3.5.2 AI. PYCHARM COMMUNITY EDITION 

 
PyCharm is an integrated development environment (IDE) used in computer programming, specifically for 
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the Python language. It is developed by the Czech company JetBrains. It provides code analysis, a graphical 

debugger, an integrated unit tester, integration with version control systems (VCSes), and supports web 

development with Django.PyCharm is cross-platform, with Windows, macOS and Linux versions. The 

Community Edition is released under the Apache License, and 

 

Simulation of Face Recognition . 

 
In this section we evaluate adversarial testing of face recognition models in the face verification scenario. 

Specifically, we generate samples using the FLAME face model and our proposed search algorithm that fool the 

face recognition model. We train a CBAM-ResNet50 on CASIA WebFace for 20 epochs. This network achieves a 

99.1% accuracy on the LFW test set for the face verification task. The evaluation task is face verification between 

two synthetic images of a same person’s face, one frontal and one profile image. We vary the first 15 shape 

parameters as well as the first 15 texture parameters for our generated identities, ranging from −2σ and 2σ where σ 

is the standard deviation of each parameter in question. 

 

 

 
FUTURE OF FACIAL RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY. 

 
3.6.1 SCOPE OF FACIAL RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY IN INDIA 

 
The world is using facial recognition technology and enjoying its benefits. Why should India be left out? There is a 

huge scope of this technology in India and it can help improve the country in various aspects. 

The technology and its applications can be applied across different segments in the country. Preventing the frauds 

at ATMs in India. A database of all customers with ATM cards in India can be created and facial recognition 

systems can be installed. So, whenever user will enter in ATM his photograph will be taken to permit the 

access after it is being matched with stored photo from the database. 

 

Reporting duplicate voters in India. 

 
Passport and visa verification can also be done using this technology. Also, 

driving license verification can be done using the same approach. 

In defence ministry, airports, and all other important places the technology can be used to ensure better surveillance 

and security. 

 

It can also be used during examinations such as Civil Services Exam, SSC, IIT, MBBS, and others to identify the 

candidates. 

 

This system can be deployed for verification and attendance tracking at various government offices and corporates. 

 

For access control verification and identification of authentic users it can also be installed in bank lockers and 
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vaults. 

 

For identification of criminals the system can be used by police force also. 

 

 

 

3.7 WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS? 

 
The future of facial recognition technology is bright. Forecasters opine that this technology is expected to grow 

at a formidable rate and will generate huge revenues in the coming years. Security and surveillances are the major 

segments which will be deeply influenced. Other areas that are now welcoming it with open arms are private 

industries, public buildings, and schools. 

 

It is estimated that it will also be adopted by retailers and banking systems in coming years to keep fraud in 

debit/credit card purchases and payment especially the ones that are online. This technology would fill in the 

loopholes of largely prevalent inadequate password system. In the long run, robots using facial recognition 

technology may also come to foray. They can be helpful in completing the tasks that are impractical or difficult 

for human beings to complete. 

 

 

 
3.8 APPLICATION OF FACIAL RECOGNITION 

 
There are numerous applications of facial recognition. They can be segmented into black list and white list 

applications. Blacklist applications include the ones related to security & surveillance and identification of 

criminals. The all other applications such as attendance tracking, access control and others fall under the category 

of white list applications. 
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END-USE 

 

TOP APPLICATION 

 

Offices 
 

Physical access to workspace facilities 

 

Government 

 

Helps to Identify missing children 

 

Banking and Telecom 
 

Help to know the current process to the customer, allow 

authentication of credit/debit cards 

 

Education 

 

Allow attendance tracking of the students and entry to labs 

 

Construction 

 

Control access to specific point at a site 

 

Real Estate Commercial 

 

Offers access to campus facilities like residence halls, common area, 

cafeteria, etc. 

 

Manufacturing 

 

Control and record access to specific locations for employees, visitors, 

vendors and maintenance staff 

 

Aviation 

 

Paperless travel at airports 

 

Warehouse 

 

Control process to provision entry and exit of vehicles 

 

Entertainment 

 

Access to multiplex cinema 
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3.9 RESULT 

 
The accuracy of each of the system is computed using Matlab code using ORL database and table 2 shows the accuracy of 

eachofthesystems. Thebarchartalsoshowsthecomparisonbetweenthealgorithms. 

 

TABLE 2. Result running the algorithms in ORL database 
 

 

 
 

 

ALGORITHMS USED 

 

NUMBER OF 

SUBJECTS 

 

CORRECT 

 

INCORRECT 

 

RECOGNITION 

ACCURACY (%) 

 

PCA 

 

20 

 

286 

 

34 

 

89.4 

 

LDA 

 

20 

 

292 

 

28 

 

91.25 

 

ICA 

 

20 

 

283 

 

37 

 

88.4375 

 

PCA+LDA 

 

20 

 

298 

 

22 

 

93.125 

 

PCA+SVM 
 

20 
 

305 
 

15 
 

95.3125 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 Algorithm accuracy comparison 
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When we compare the rate at which the algorithms solve the challenges mention in the previous sections in this paper, we see that the 

algorithms individually cannot solve all the challenges, but when used together can solve the issues to an extent. Especially when 

combining PCA and LDA together, we find that the system can solve variation in illumination, pose and expression challenges. The age 

challenge has always been a very difficult one to solve as the problem with age is that, a person’s facefeatures may ormay notvary in10 

years duration. ORL database used could only provide the faces with pose ,  illumination and expression variation. 

 

CHAPTER-4 

 
RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

 

 

 
Face Detection and Recognition using OpenCV and Python Approach: 

In order to build our OpenCV face recognition pipeline, we'll be applying deep learning in two key steps: 

 

To apply face detection, which detects the presence and location of a face in an image, but does not identify it. 

 

To extract the 128-d feature vectors (called “embeddings”) those quantify each face in an image. 

 
In this program, we ask the user to choose the desired operation. Options 1 and 2 are valid. Two numbers are 

taken and an if…elif…else branching is used to execute a particular section. User defined functions add (). 

Evaluate respective operations. Python provides you with a number of built- in functions for manipulating 

integers. These are always available to you. Please note: These functions can be used on any data type. There 

are a number of modules available in the Python Standard Library as well, such as math. To use the functions 

associated with these modules, you’ll first have to import the module. 

 

Python offers multiple options for developing GUI (Graphical User Interface). Out of all the GUI methods, tkinter 

is the most commonly used method. It is a standard Python interface to the Tk GUI toolkit shipped with Python. 

Python with tkinter outputs the fastest and easiest way to create the GUI applications. Now, it’s upto the imagination 

or necessity of developer, what he/she want to develop using this toolkit. 

 

CHAPTER -5 CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

 
Face recognition systems are currently associated with many top technological companies and industries making 

the work of face recognition easier. The use of python programming and OpenCV makes it an easier and handy 

tool or system which can be made by anyone according to their requirement. The proposed system discussed in 

this project will be helpful for many as it is user friendly and cost efficient system. Hence by the use of python 

and OpenCV the face recognition system can be designed for various purposes. To improve the recognition 
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performance, there are MANY things that can be improved here, some of them being fairly easy to implement. 

For example, you could add color processing, edge detection, etc. You can usually improve the face recognition 

accuracy by using more input images, at least 50 per person, by taking more photos of each person, particularly 

from different angles and lighting conditions. If you can’t take more photos, there are several simple techniques 

you could use to obtain more training images, by generating new images from your existing one. 
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